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Perfecting the Art

Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts
Kansas City, Missouri
[Architects: Safdie Architects and BNIM Architects]

of Building Cultural Centers
The newly opened Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts has
changed the Kansas City landscape both physically and culturally.
The new home to the Kansas City Symphony, Lyric Opera and
Kansas City Ballet features sophisticated aesthetics, acoustics and
technology. Although the Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts is
currently making national news headlines, the facility is just one of
many cultural centers JE Dunn has built recently.
After a successful Phase I, JE Dunn is currently working on the
Phase II completion of Northrop Auditorium at the University of
Minnesota. Also in Minneapolis, JE Dunn is nearing completion
on the Frank Gehry-designed Weisman Art Museum five
gallery expansion.
In JE Dunn’s South Central Region, ground has been broken
on the ZACH Topfer Theatre. Austin's and Central Texas’ leading
professional theatre will more than double the current audience
capacity with this new facility.

case study:

Rives E. Worrell & Company, now a JE Dunn-owned firm, built the
Telfair Jepson Center for the Arts in Savannah, Georgia. The 64,000
SF state-of-the-art building was designed by architects Moshe
Safdie and Paul Hansen.
JE Dunn also provided construction services for the NelsonAtkins Museum of Art expansion, the Liberty Memorial Museum
renovation and the new Copaken Stage at the H&R Block
Headquarters. Even more recently, JE Dunn was involved in the
renovation and adaptive reuse of the historic Power House building
in the Kansas City Crossroads District. This historic building is now
the new Todd Bolender Center for Dance and Creativity.
JE Dunn is proud to be involved in these cultural facilities and the
communities they impact. Each project faces special challenges
from lighting and acoustics, to environmental considerations and
historic tax credit qualifications. Read on to see how JE Dunn rises
above these challenges with each unique cultural facility project. 

BIM & the Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts

The Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts is one of few privately-funded performing arts centers in the United States. The $413
million project will bring a wide range of entertainers and performers to Kansas City, Missouri, and provide residence for the Kansas
City Ballet, Lyric Opera, and Kansas City Symphony. JE Dunn used Building Information Modeling software to construct the 285,000 SF
venue. Ultimately, through the use of BIM technology, the project team detected issues early in the project, which resulted in substantial
cost savings of approximately six million dollars in addition to preventing project delays.

challenge. Early detection found that some of the 2-D designs submitted by subcontractors were not integrated. In one situation,
should construction have proceeded without BIM software, steel beams would have pierced the plaster ceiling of the auditoriums. The
team also identified two places where the ‘envelope’ of the building was not fully closed, and the glass walls were not sealed.
solution.

JE Dunn’s performing arts center team conducted in-house structural, mechanical and electrical reviews that detected
problems before they occurred in the field. By using BIM software, the team was able to detect the steel beam conflict continued inside

case study: BIM & The Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts continued
issue well before the materials were fabricated and before the subcontractors arrived on
site. The use of BIM software also detected the gaps in the building exterior well before
construction began. This allowed the subcontractors to fabricate the correct cladding before
bringing it to the site.

success.

The early integration of BIM software ensured that there was time to solve the
problem and implement the solution without delaying the building schedule or impacting
the budget.

BIM software was also used on other unique features of the 15-acre center. Before
construction of the glass ceiling and walls began, an 18-step testing process was required
to assure that the curtain walls would be air and water tight. Testing was also performed
to assure that the glass structure would withstand the loads required by the design team,
including the weather it would face in Kansas City. A full-size replica of the southwest corner
of the Grand Lobby was built and underwent extensive testing including thermal cycling,
structural proof load testing, wall deflection and movement and glass breakage. A set of 27
cables hold up the concrete shells and hold down the glass of the lobbies. The steel cables
hold up to 700,000 pounds of force. The venue has 40,000 SF of glass, 10.8 million pounds
of structural steel, 25,000 cubic yards of concrete and 1.93 million pounds of plaster. Other
features include a 73' fly tower that accommodates sets and
scenery up to 2,000 pounds and 30' tall. The venue also
has a fully walkable rigging grid accessible by stairs, ladders
and elevator. The retractable acoustic banner supports the
sophisticated acoustics in the concert hall and provides for
lighting and sound enhancements.

case study:

A Power House for Dance
and Creativity

four rounds
of applause

In March 2011 JE Dunn Construction embarked on a year-long journey to build one of
the most anticipated cultural facilities in the history of Central Texas. The new ZACH Topfer
Theatre is a state-of-the-art, 427-seat proscenium theatre that is the centerpiece of a new
performance campus on the shores of Lady Bird Lake in Austin, Texas. Years in the making,
this project is a public/private venture with ZACH Theatre and the City
of Austin. ZACH is Texas’ longest running theatre company and Central
Texas’ leading professional theatre.

Joe Cisper
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JE Dunn has a Lead Role in
Building “Austin’s Theatre”

WAM! JE Dunn Expands
Weisman Art Museum

Housed in a striking stainless steel and brick building designed by legendary architect Frank
Gehry, the iconic Weisman Art Museum (WAM) is a teaching museum for the University
of Minnesota and the community, providing an engaging arts experience through an array

Following a highly competitive selection process, ZACH tapped JE
Dunn to be the Construction Manager for the Topfer Theatre project.
“This facility, located in the heart of Austin, took a community effort
to build. It is an important addition to the arts in Austin and we’re
excited to play a lead role,” says Joe Cisper who leads JE Dunn’s
Austin office. The site is located in a flood plain, near an active hike
and bike trail, and in an area of Austin that experiences a high volume of vehicular traffic.
Due to these challenges and the complex aspects of this performing arts facility, JE Dunn has

The initial project challenge was dealing with water and drainage issues because the
building is located directly over a creek. When construction commenced, there was approximately six feet of
standing water in the lower level of the building. The steel, concrete and brick had severely deteriorated from
years of serving as a coal burning facility in the 1900s, which presented a massive structural challenge. Another
challenge was maintaining the historic appearance of the building and fully utilizing federal and state tax
credits, while bringing the building up to structural soundness and adapting for reuse.

solutions. JE Dunn pumped water out of the basement and began working on the complex drainage
system. This system consists of eight sump pumps connected to under slab perforated pipe which keeps the
water table below the basement slab. Structural Engineering Associates performed structural condition studies
including forensic corrosion surveys, ultrasonic testing of corroded steel, concrete carbonation tests, invasive
brick and terra cotta examinations, and structural steel strength and weldability tests.
The project team worked with Architectural & Historical Research to preserve historic aspects of the building
in order to obtain federal tax credits. Historic renovations included utilizing original window hardware for new
light shelves used as sun screens for new Ballet office space, salvaging the existing gantry crane and hook,
retrofitting original coal funnels into custom light fixtures, salvaging original coal hoppers, fire pit stoker rails
and existing window frames, and providing custom milled window sashes to match the exact profile of original
windows.
The interior and exterior brick required tuck-pointing 157,000 lineal feet of mortar joints on the existing exterior
brick and smokestack. JE Dunn found a match to the existing bricks from the original kiln/manufacturer of the
brick used in the early 1900s in Bixby, Oklahoma, and replaced 822 damaged bricks.
Chris Szeliga

Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts
Kansas City, Missouri
[Architects: Safdie Architects and BNIM Architects]

In the heart of Kansas City’s Crossroads District, the historic
Power House building recently underwent a complete adaptive
reuse renovation. Once a power plant where huge boilers
burned coal to generate steam for Union Station, the building
has been transformed into the Todd Bolender Center for Dance
and Creativity - a 62,000 SF residence for the Kansas City
Ballet. The facility contains seven state-of-the art studios, a
physical therapy/training room, lockers and shower facilities,
office space for the company’s staff, and the Kansas City
Ballet archives.

challenges.

Todd Bolender Center for Dance and Creativity
Kansas City, Missouri
[Architect: BNIM Architects]

success.

“The biggest challenge of the Kansas City Ballet was turning a 100-yearold power house building into a state-of-the-art dance facility within the confines of
the existing footprint and structure. The project team had the task of turning generator
rooms into dance studios, coal bunkers into dressing rooms, and fire pits into useable
space, while maintaining enough historical building aspects required for the Ballet
to earn federal tax credits,” said Chris Szeliga, Senior Project Manager with JE Dunn.
“The Ballet, BNIM, SEA, MC Realty, Mark One Electric, U.S. Engineering, and The
Bratton Corporation performed pre-construction planning for over two years in order to
complete the design required to convert the Power House building to the home of the Kansas City Ballet.” The
grand opening of the facility took place on August 24, 2011. 
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Nelson-Atkins Bloch Building
Sheds Light on Art

Over a span of more than six years, the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art underwent a multiphased capital improvement program including expansion of parking, an extended sculpture
park and landscape, a new central plant, and renovations. The capstone of the program was
undeniably the construction and completion of the Bloch Building. The 165,000 SF building
increased museum space by 70% forming an extraordinary addition to the original museum
structure. The Bloch Building houses the museum’s contemporary and African art collections.
One of the most highly-visible features of the Bloch Building is its channel glass. JE Dunn
worked directly with Lamberts of Germany to create sandblasted glass planks for the museum
expansion. This product is made only one time each year, so precise scheduling and planning
was required to maintain the construction schedule. The tempered, sandblasted finish of each
panel is one of the most distinguishing features of the building. The custom-made panels
carried a 16-week lead time and included extensive fabrication. It was imperative that the
opening dimensions for the glass panels were final within ¼" tolerance at the time
of installation.
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Revitalization of
Northrop Auditorium

Since its completion in 1929, Northrop Auditorium has served as the University of
Minnesota’s primary gathering place for celebrations, ceremonies, education, entertainment
and performing arts. The auditorium seats 4,800 and houses one of the largest concert
organs in the Midwest.
JE Dunn addressed various life safety and building asset preservation issues in Phase I,
allowing Northrop to reclaim its rightful place as one of the University of Minnesota’s great
buildings. The Northrop project included complete exterior restoration. The massive masonry
exterior has been restored to preserve its historic character. All stone entry wing walls
were rebuilt and the historic West canopy restored to last another 80 years. The University
requested that two 10' decorative entry light fixtures be created to mimic the original intricate
fixture design that was designed, but never implemented when the building was first built. JE
Dunn found a historic light fixture manufacturer able to cast moldings from a similar fixture
found at the Judicial Center in St. Paul. These castings provided the framework for the fixture
and other castings were made by hand to replicate the original design.

industry
trends & happenings

Construction Industry Unemployment Rate Drops
The construction industry’s unemployment rate edged downward in August, to
13.5% from July’s 13.6%, the Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics
reported. Last month’s rate also was an improvement over the August 2010 level
of 17.0%. August also was the 11th consecutive month in which construction’s
unemployment rate was better than earlier levels. This suggests a slight improvement
in construction momentum.
— Engineering News-Record, September 2011

Construction Climbs for Non-building and
Non-residential Buildings

University of Minnesota Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum | Minneapolis, Minnesota
[Architects: Frank Gehry Partners and HGA Architects and Engineers]

Four of the five new galleries consist of a 40" post tensioned slab that is elevated above
grade approximately 20' and is supported on large 10' x 10' concrete columns. The fifth
gallery sits on the extended pedestrian bridge. Above the concrete deck, the frame of the new
construction is structural steel with skin incorporating large expanses of brick veneer masonry,
self-performed by JE Dunn. Geometrically-designed stainless steel panels, a Gehry Partners
trademark, and three, large skylight monitors extending up at angles from the primary roof
structure by more than 20' will also be added. The unique geometry of the exterior skin
carries into the interiors with intricately-framed skylight monitors, skewed walls and recessed
radius light coves.

been implementing unique building and logistical solutions. One example is the utilization
of steel driven piles in the foundation system versus drilled piers, to reduce costs associated
with subsurface conditions. JE Dunn is utilizing BIM technology on the project for quality
assurance/quality control, along with mep coordination. “This approach helps us identify and
address potential issues in a virtual format which creates significant benefits to the project as
construction progresses,” says JE Dunn Project Manager Scott Privott.
ZACH patrons have come to expect an intimate theatre-going experience and the ability to
connect visually with the actors during the performance no matter the seat location. The
design of the new Topfer Theatre by Austin-based Andersson-Wise Architects ensures those
experiences will endure and be enhanced by the 80' wide stage, fly tower, stage/orchestra pit,
advanced lighting, sound, and video equipment. The project also includes an 8,600 SF, openair plaza. The facility is designed to meet LEED Silver certification requirements.

Nelson-Atkins Bloch Building | Kansas City, Missouri
[Architects: Steven Holl Architects and BNIM Architects]

Live and dead load conditions, as well as long-term creep had to be simulated on the
structure at various points to replicate anticipated deflection. Many areas of the building
necessitated the use of counterweights in a process called
preloading. “Many sections of the building had to be loaded with
enormous amounts of weight, often using jersey barriers and recycled
concrete deadmen from the wall-forming system, to simulate the
eventual and anticipated load that glass, green roof material,
sculptures and people would have on the structure,” said JE Dunn
Project Superintendent Pat Lichte. Almost 583,000 pounds were
preloaded onto the lens roofs ranging from 40,400 pounds on lens
1 to 211,600 pounds on lens 4. On some areas of the structure,
preloading needed to remain in place until the glass or green roof was installed. “We came up
with a solution of using water tanks. We could set the glass and bleed a calculated amount of
water out of the barrels at the same time to balance the structure,” Lichte said.

Pat Lichte

of programs and a changing schedule of exhibitions. With over 20,000 works of art in its
collection and the ability to show fewer than 100 at a time, WAM decided to add five galleries
in an expansion to the museum. As WAM’s building is a work of art in its own right, Gehry, the
original architect, also designed the expansion, currently under construction by JE Dunn.

Zach Theatre | Austin, Texas
[Architect: Andersson-Wise Architects]

University of Minnesota Northrop Auditorium | Minneapolis, Minnesota
[Architects: RSP Architects (Phase I); HGA Architects & Engineers (Phase II)]

JE Dunn began construction on Phase II in Spring 2011, including adding a new acousticallysuperior theatre and production spaces with updated technology. This project is slated to be
complete in the Fall/Winter of 2013. The project is currently envisioned as an adaptive use
rehabilitation of a property eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places.
Many historic, character-defining elements will be preserved and enhanced.
The majority of Northrop’s interior will be rebuilt with a smaller auditorium to produce
superior acoustics and sight lines, provide comfortable seating, anticipate and integrate
state-of-the-art technologies, completely replace antiquated building systems, and add
more academic program space. Beyond the auditorium, space will be allocated to house the
academic programs, University Honors Programs, Innovation by Design Lab and The Institute
for Advanced Study. There will also be shared spaces and student lounges, all further situating
Northrop at the center of student and faculty life on campus, as well as the crossroads of
pioneering scholarship, creativity and learning.

New construction starts in August advanced 8%, according to McGraw-Hill
Construction, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies. The gain followed a 10%
decline in July, and continued the fluctuating pattern that has been present in recent
months. The pickup for total construction in August was the result of greater activity
for each of construction’s three main sectors – non-residential building, residential
building, and non-building construction. For the first eight months of 2011, total
construction on an unadjusted basis was reported at $274.8 billion, down 6% from
the same period a year ago. Non-residential building in August grew 7% to $153.6
billion (annual rate). The institutional side of the non-residential market showed a
strong gain for healthcare facilities, which jumped 10%. The public building category
climbed 55% in August from its low July amount. The amusement-related category in
August increased 18%. Heading downward in August was the educational building
category, which fell 7% and transportation terminals, down 8%.
— McGraw-Hill Construction

top projects
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EAST Southern Nuclear Operating Company (a subsidiary of Georgia
Power) selected R. J. Griffin to construct Plant Vogtle. The 70,000 SF nuclear
power training facility in Waynesboro, Georgia, consists of tilt-up concrete
panel corridors, steel and glu-glam construction. This new building houses a
data center, server room and two simulators to train future operators of the
control rooms for the nuclear reactors being built nearby. Despite on-going
construction of the nuclear reactors, design changes and time constraints,
JE Dunn was able to deliver this project six weeks ahead of schedule!
Architect: Designform LLC
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MIDWEST The St. Luke’s Mid-America Heart Institute (MAHI) was a complex,
phased project that doubled the size of the flagship hospital. JE Dunn
constructed a new 7-story replacement of the Mid-America Heart Institute
including new kitchen, upscale dining area, IT data center, underground
parking garage, “green” roofs and shell space for radiology and emergency
expansions. The new construction houses new CCU, CVICU, Surgery and
Catheterization Labs, new inpatient rooms and a new Women’s Center and
Cardiac Unit. Phasing was key to project success because construction
required extensive sitework and utility relocations to close Wornall Road, as
well as the relocation and demolition of the existing physical plant, while
maintaining 24/7 hospital operations. JE Dunn maintained a staff of 20
managers, supervisors and on-site staff to deliver this facility.
Architect: ACI Boland
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WEST JE Dunn recently completed the Deicing Treatment Facility at the
Portland International Airport under budget and 12 weeks ahead of schedule.
The project did not incur a single lost time accident during the 761 days
of construction. The facility is compliant with the Enviromental Protection
Agency's mandate to have the plant operating and tested by Spring 2012.
The new on-site facility processes storm water run-off from ramps and
runways which, in the winter, is contaminated with deicing chemicals.
The enhanced system expands the existing system’s ability to capture a
greater amount of storm water run-off doubling the present capacity. The
environmentally-friendly system is one of three in the United States and
reduces the level of effluent discharge, so there are no significant impacts to
endangered salmon in the Columbia or Willamette river system. The project
consists of several pump stations and storage tanks to increase storage
capacity for both concentrated and diluted run-off. A state-of-the-art, on-site
anaerobic processing facility is at the heart of the project. The processing
system is designed to treat and dilute the concentrated storm water before
discharging under the Marine Drive dike into the Columbia River outfall structure.
Environmental Engineer: CDM
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Terry Dunn and Steve Dunn

As part of JE Dunn’s continued commitment to giving back to our communities,
the opportunity to be a part of such forward thinking facilities like the Kauffman
Center for the Performing Arts, the Nelson-Atkins Bloch Building, and the
Weisman Museum is of great importance to us. The Dunn Family commitment of
building a better
community
environment
and furthering
the quality of
life is evidenced
through our work
with incredible
cultural centers
such as these
throughout the
country.
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SOUTH CENTRAL JE Dunn recently completed the Fort Bend County Justice
Center in Richmond, Texas. The striking, 4-story, 265,000 SF building houses
17 courtrooms, judges' chambers, jury assembly and grand jury rooms and
future expansion provisions for 10 additional courtrooms. The justice center
incorporates the latest security systems required for county facilities and was
constructed of cast-in-place concrete on 70' drilled piers. The skin includes
exterior CMU back-up with a combination of cast stone and brick veneer
and built-up and standing seam metal roofing. The project included a 600' foot
tunnel connecting the justice center to the existing jail for easy movement of inmates.
Architect: PGAL

Each cultural
center is unique
in purpose and
audience but
is critical to the creative development of the community it serves. Encouraging
expression through performing arts, fostering thought leadership through lecture
series, allowing the preservation and display of art and artifacts - each cultural
facility serves its community in a different, important way. JE Dunn is proud to be
involved in this level of community growth and development.
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As always, thank you for your interest in the JE Dunn Construction
Groundbreaking newsletter. Our commitment to community development
is evident through our work in each region we serve and in the high-quality
facilities we have the privilege of building.

Terry Dunn				Steve Dunn

President & CEO				Chairman
JE Dunn Construction Group		
JE Dunn Construction Group
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JE Dunn Construction
UPDATES
R.J. Griffin & Company, a JE Dunn company for the past 11 years, will now be
known as JE Dunn Construction and will be referred to as JE Dunn’s “East Region.”
The name change will impact current R.J. Griffin & Company offices in Atlanta,
Nashville and Augusta. The Charlotte office officially completed the JE Dunn
name change in 2010. “We made this decision after careful consideration of
our clients and national organization,” said Terry Dunn, President and CEO of JE
Dunn Construction. “Eliminating the different names of our merged companies
allows us to take advantage of the strength and depth of a financially-strong
organization. This will eliminate any confusion our national clients, subcontractors
and vendors might have faced in the past. We are excited to continue the success
in our East Region.”

is now

Rives E. Worrell Company, based in Savannah, Georgia, recently joined the
JE Dunn East Region. Founded in 1956, Rives E. Worrell Company is a contracting
firm in the Coastal Empire region of Georgia with reach into the South Carolina
Lowcountry. Its project base includes office buildings, schools, hospitals, churches
and major renovation projects. The company prides itself on the ability to build
a specific and well-qualified project work force for any type of project. Rives E.
Worrell Company will retain its name and continue doing business within the
East Region of JE Dunn Construction. 
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